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INTRODUCTIOi;
Justification for the Study
Ssaa U&. s, Widj-Rfi Eaisz^aJL.
Until recently basic inforciatloii for the use In
designing and specifying wood construction has not heen
extensively available but, nevertheless} wood has been able
to hold first place as a building material,
Holtman (13) states, "The availability of wood as compared
with other structural laaterials, its low cost, its exceptio; ally
high strength for its weight, and its ease of working both
at the mill and inconstruetion have maiiitained Its prestige
in the building and coristnictioii field for rr&ny generations,
and late studies, which make It possible to determine by visual
inspection the strength of wood within very nasrrow limits of
range, will continue to maintain and to expand Its utility
and use*
"In the past, the characteristic variations of wood were
not so important as they are today because lujnber was cheaper
and v;as easily obtained in large sizes and in almost clear
grades. The use of clear grades practically ellialnGted defects
and avoided many of the problems caused vy variability in
l\imber. Plentiful supply, moreover, resulted In the use of
-8-
larger sizes than economical design woiild Indicate. But
conditions have changed rapidly in the past twenl^-five
years. By scperiment we have learned the structural value
of the lower grades of lumber.'*
The ever-increasing requirwsents for strict econongr that
must be met in design are being met by the advancing know
ledge of wood technology. The Forest Products Laboratory
at Madison, Wisconsin has made tests and studies of the
properties of wood, and It is from this source that a large
part of the design Infomatlon has been taken.
Douglas Fir, a wood that has exceptionally good structural
properties, Is used «xtenslvely in sections where It Is
available, and especially in places where strength is required.
The structural properties—those that enable the wood to resist
deformations, loads, shocks, and forces—of Douglas Fir and
other woods have been determined by experiment and certain
recommendations have been made for designing in wood. Due
to the structural superiority of Douglas Fir and its avail
ability in the com belt, it is used very extensively in the
eonstructlon of buildings in this section of the United States#
-9-
valM gJ^ain Iowa,
Buildings for storing grain on the farm a3?e as important
to the average Iowa farmer as are bank muXts to a banker*
monetary value. <*Com is the basis of Iowa*s
farm wealth, and yet surveys show that the corn cribs and bins
are wholly inadequate for the ^Ever—Kornial Granary" program*®
C|4) The annual production of corn in the United States is
approximately 2 1/2 billion bushels* Iowa, with approxlriately
1/2 billion bushels, or roughly 20$ of the nation's production,
ranks first among the states in com production* Using fifty
cents per bushel for the value of this corn, a figure below
which the price of corn seldom goes, the annual mwietary value
of Iowa's corn is 250 million dollars* Trom this it can readily
be seen why the proper storage of com is important to the Iowa
fai^&er* Although the other states in the corn belt have somewhat
smaller productions, they still have a si^^ble yearly invest
ment in com and the proper storage is important to tliem as
well.
The aim of the study is to develop a com storage building
that will give the growers in the com belt a building that
will best protect their investment in com for the least money*
S31 far^> Only a small percentage of the
corn crop is sold as cash grain, about B5% of the com produced
in Iowa being fed to livestock in the cotinty where it was
grown. The percentage for the Corn Belt as a whole is not
-10-
far from this sai&e figure*
In the past, the bulk of the com was stored right on
the farm where It was grown. There are two or three reasons
why this will continue to be true* The first reason is that
at the time of harvest, Iowa corn is usually too high in
moisture content to be shelled and put into terminal storage^
The second reason is that even If the com were dry enough
to store at the terminal, the storage charges there are
generally higher than they are on the farm. The third reason
is that the most strategic location for lovra corn Is the
farm where it was grown# According to an imofficial report
given at a meeting on grain storage, held at Ames, Iowa,
April 4, 194-1, there is at present over 160 million bushels
of com in storage on fai^ and in C*C.C, steel bins. This
com is under government seal and does not include the com
that is stored by the private individuals or that under loans
from local banks and other lending agencies. From this it
can readily be seen that there is a need for proper com
storage.
The fedeipaL government has advanced its "Ever-Hormal
Sranary" plan and it Is Interested, leaders say. In providing
the means to enable the individual tavmeT to store his grain
on the farm, and by so doing to establish orderly marketing
to support the price and carr;: over a reserve fi^om years of
good crop production to years of less favorablti yields. In
the past, the federal department of agriculture points out.
-11-
ozily about sev^ percent of the com crop has been carried
over from one year to the next. The carry-over of corn in
the United States froi? one year to ai.other ordlmrily anounts
to about 170,000,000 bushels.
Losses due to iiaproper storage. Although it is comparatively
easy to realize that com is a very important crop and that the
proper storage of the crop is important, there have been in
the past untold losses due to improper storage after the crop
has been harvested* Some of the causes of these losses have
been faulty ventilation, rat dasage, insect damage, structural
failure of the crib and several others.
The most important dimension of a crib is its width since
that lias most to do v/lth the drying out of the stored com.
Since the movement of air through the crib varies inversely
v/ith the width, there are certain maxlnum widths to which cribs
can be built. These maximum widths for storing com have been
violated In many eases and, consequently, there has been a
sizable loss in stored com due to improper ventilation* The
practice of storing com In the driveway of a combined com
crib and granary has at certain times turned out to be a
rather expensive practice due to the spoilage of corn from
inadeq\iate ventilation.
Losses by rats and mice var>'^ from farm to farm and are
difficult to estimate in a single figure. There is, however,
a definite loss from rodent damage. Figure 1 shows a bad rat
infestation of a crib. In a number of cases the rats have also
-irv
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Figure 1 eido view of crib r-at desrage to crlbi.:^g
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eaten holes In the roof. Although It is somewhat difficult
to do away entirely with this damge, it can be materially
reduced#
Lasses by Insect dainage are also difficult to estlaiate
and are not ccnsidered as a major problem* This loss Is
beCMilng more evident since the Installation of the "Bver^
Korfflal Granary" program# With the long time storage of
comj the insects have time to colonize and inflict a loss
of considerable siise^
The improper planning of the foundation, walls, floors,
bracing, and roofing has In the past contributed to short life
in the grain storage building. Btinictural failures such as
those shown in Figure 2 have caused untold crib and corn
damage* One of the principal causes of these damages has been
the Inability of the builder or designer to realize the
enormous pressures that are developed in the crib»
QL present tvue cor^i storage,
lnadeauacv> Many of the cribs that are in use
today are very inadequate for the proper storage of com. They
do not meet the requirements that a crib must meet to be of
service to the owner. Since the tocomlng of the •'Sver-Hormal
Granary" program, the amount of com stored on the farm has
been increased and many of the cribs are of Insufflci^t size
to carry this extra amount of com. This has caused many of
I2 Ptruotural faUuroe of crib
-15-
the fanners to sto^re com in the drivefvray of the crib and
in ts^mporary cribs, the practice of storing com in the
driveway impairs the ventilation features of the crib,
not only causing poor conditioni:.g of the com in the drive-*
T?ay, Ijfut the com in the cribs as t;ell. Many of the temporary
cribs that are used offer no protection to the com and a
anich lossrer grade of com is the result# Also in some cribs
the relative storage capacity of the grain bins and com cribs
is such that the most economical use of the space ^mot be
secured* Although there is a great deal of corn and small
grains stored ixi overhead bins, the bins in a great many
cases are larger than are needed* This causes an incomplete
use of the space in the building*
In many cribs there is an inefficient use of the space
enclosed by the boundaries of the crib# Figure 3 (4)
coBipares the arrangement and utilisation of space in three
buildings that were designed to meet essentially the same
conditions leaving the choice of roof sliape to the prospect**
ive ovm^^r* The single*hatched portion is available for the
storage of ear corn and the double-hatched portion Is avail
able for the storage of shelled com or small grains. It can
readily be seen that iii the gable and gambrel roofed cribs as
shown with the vertical grain bin walls, there is considerable
waste space in the upper portion of the bi>llding. However^
in the Gothic roofed crib where the bin walls have been sloped^
-16-
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a greater percentage of the root eof9er&e& ±s available for
storage*
The terr-orar^ and seiul^perBmnent cribs In wzjlch a great
deal of the com Is stored 1 th© co.t*n bolt are not adopted
to the uso of EKjderri el©v£ttii:g ©acldner^# Figure 4 shoTW
fiOTje of the temporcr^^^ and s^l^permanent cribs ttat are i&
use today#
Structural Inademiaev^ A xamh^T of the erlbe that are
In ixse toda^^ are Inadequate stmctus^Llly to carry tee loade
that are l^iposed upon them« ^heee cribs have not only bean
ineffectively braced but have an Inconvenient and inefficient
arz^ing^ent of the sasbers. I^e to this structural inferior!^',
these cribs do not possess the rlgi<'it:v, stability, and -mra-
blllty that are esser.tlal to tlie lor.g life of the building#
Especially la^clr^ In durability ar^? siicli crlte as are shdOL
In Flgwe 4»
In fiosse of the siere i>erm&ent type buildings^ the mtrofftvaml
nffiabers have teen made large enough to carry the loads pla<»d
oo th«i teit tl^se libers have not be^ Joined together la
a way that their strength could be raallEod* This factor, too»
contributes to short life in the grain storage bidldlng.
5!h© structural Inadeti^iac^v of cribs has In sausy
cas -s resulted In structural fr.llures ^hieh has proven to be
rather iBp^islve to the owner* Bcm^e of thor;e failures have
not bsmi so expensive at the tliae but have Increased the de<»
preclatlon rate on the building# ThiSf however^ proves to be
¥- if* -
SiiB»^
a9-
•x?, ' .**>1^; • .{5r!r
Figure 5 Crib with bulging T/alle
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expenslve when c<»isidere<i over a period of years.
Flgi2re $ Bbcfwa a erib with bulging side valla and end
Malls* IThls is a result of insufficient strength of iB®3ibei-s»
Am>ther place vhere strength has been neglected is in the
cross braces of the cribs# In a gr^at raany cases | these
braces are not made strong enough to carry the vertical
load that is placed upon tliem. The crib shown In Figure
6 has failed at the sill joint of the studding* This is
an exaiaple of the Joint failing to develope the strength
of tl.e neraber* Figure 7 sho«rs a crib that has ] &exi pushed
out of shape by the wind because It lathed the proper bracing
to resist the wind loads•
••PI-
t-j» " .1
Fleure 6 8111 Joint ftilluro
Fl fure 7 wind dariagoci crib
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Object of the Study
The specific objectives of this study are?
!♦ To combine and correlate the work of previous
inves11gators.
2« To correct the weaknesses of the eonv^tional
designs no97 in ixse*
3* To develop a set of plans that is of value to
the rural builder.
The general objective of this study is to Increat^e the
serviceability of grain storage structures by the proper
utilization of the properties of wood.
^3-
HISTORICAL
Project
setup>
"The Utilization of Ltanber in Farzn Building Construction",
an Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station project of which this
study is a part, was initiated in 1937# Thle project Is
sponsored by the Weyerhaeuser Sales Company and has as its
general objective the improvement in construction of farm build
ings througli the better use of wood*
fyey^oup investlgatlqyi^.
The iir.proveinent of the corn crib and granary was selected
as the first specific task under this project. After considerable
study of the various requirements of grain storage biiildln^,
J. B* Richardson, (11) began the study of the structural
improvement of the com crib and granary. With a more efficient
use of materials in mind, Richardson developed a self-supporting
grain bin partition over the central driveway of the building.
Several tables on wall and floor design are included in his
study,
A# Kirk Csrawford (2) the second mn to work on this project
continued the work on the structural improvement of the com
crib and granary. He attacked the probleia by designing with
-24-
reference to the arrangement and function of the variotis
parts of the structiire# Crawford also tested several types
of bracing and Joints.
C» £• Rlee (9)j the third jsan to work on the project,
developed diiring his year's work, a modification of the gambrel
bam roof* Although Rice's work did not deal directly with the
com storage building, he determined the value of some joints
and connections that may be applied to the com storage building,
Review of Literature
Prafe pressures.
SESJLa pressures- The characteristics of stored grain
have occupied the interests of various investigators during the
past rifty years* The results of their findings will be only
briefly sianmarlsed here. The lateral pressure of grain tending
to burst the bin walls is one of the firtt structural phases
that must be considered. It does not follovir the law of pressure
of fluids but varies with different grains from 0*3 to 0,6 of
the vertical pressure and increases very little after reaching
a depth of 2 1/2 to 3 times the width or diameter of the bin.
Two solutions of the problem of calculating pressures in
grain bins have been proposedt Jaxxssen's Solution and Alry's
Solution. The results of these two methods agree very closely
with experiments. Janssen's solution is most widely used in
determining these quantities and it is used in tMs study.
-25*^
His formula isi
Ii a (1 ^ e zteih)
in which,
A = Area of bin in square feet
P = Perimeter of bin in feet
R = Hydraulic radius of bin =
D » Diameter of bin or diameter of inscribed circle
in feet
fa » Height of grain in feet above point in question
u » Coefficient of friction of grain on bin walls
w = Weight of grain In pounds per cubic foot
V = Vertical pressure of grain at depth h in pounds
per square foot
L e Lateral pressure of grain at depth h in pounds
per square foot
^ " it ® ratio of lateral to vertical pressure
e = Base of Haperian Logarithm (2.718)
Both u and Ic can only be deterBiined by ezperiinent on a
particular grain and kind of bin, but for i^actical design
purposes, the following coefficient values are frequently
assuisedi u » 0»417; Ic = 0.65 and w = 50* These assumptions
are safe for wheat which constitutes the heaviest loading
coiunonly encountered. Many experiments have been run by
various investigators and a description of these is given
by Milo IS. Ketchum (6)»
H# Barre (1) has, in connection with Ms research in
-26-
corn storage^ made some pressure measurements on cribbed shelled
com. Pressure panels were Installed In the doors of two
2000 bushel steel bins at Webster City, Iowa, and the cribs
were filled with com of a moisture content of about 11 percent.
(This Is a moisture content below the maximuBi for safe storage
of shelled com.) One bin was filled to a depth of about
11 feet and the other 10 feet, containing about 2300 and
2000 bushels respectively.
The prellmin ry observations showed that at a depth of
10 feet the outward pressure Is about 210 lb, per square foot
while the donnward pressure at this depth Is about 80 pounds
per square foot* In other words y the outward pressure at 10
ft# woluld produce a tension of about 1900 lb. In a one foot
strip of wall of the bin 18 ft. In diameter.
From an average value of the downward pressure of about
40 lb. per sq. ft., the bin wall 10 ft. 8 inches high carries
a total head of about 24-,100 Ib.^ or alraost 19 percent of the
total weight of the' corn. By comparing these outward
pressures with those of ear com It will be noted that the
pressure of shelled com Is about three times that of ear
com*
Ms. 23£Sl pressures. Reports of failures in large corn
cribs when filled rapidly and the need of experimental data
on which to base satisfactory crib design caused the Division
^27-^
of Struclnires of the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering,
U, S# Department of Agriculture, to make a study of the
p3^essures exerted by ear com on com crib floors j walls5 and
cross bracing (6}«
An experim^tal crib was erected at Toledo Experiment
Farm in 1931 for this study* The crib walls and floors were
set up so that the pressures on them could be calculated from
Strain gauge readings. The crib first set up at the eight
foot width and a complete set of readings was taken before any
loading was started* The crib was filled four tiQes in the
fall of 1931 v/ith com weighing about 28 lb. pen cu. ft.
Floor loads were calciilated from the strain-gauge readings
taken at 2-foot intervals along the floor beams. Since the
approximate lacsiient at any point in a beam was a function of the
strain recorded by the strain guage^ it was foxmd by the formula
where,
d s recorded defonnation of 10 inch length of niexnber
e = Modulus of elasticity - 30,5GOJOOO lb, per square inch
(by test)
i = Moment of Inertia of section
c = distance from neutral axis to outer fiber of beam
The curves in Figure 8 sho^v average floor loads on the
besps#
-28*
Calculation of pressures on the walls from the strain gauge
readings proved to be Eiore difficnOLt than had been expected.
In the fall of 1932 the vail pressures were measured a
slrpler method. Pressure panels were Installed in the side
of the crib so that the readings could be taken directly. After
these laodifieationfi the crib was filled and readings were taken
as each 4 foot depth of com was added. The utward and down
ward average pressures o:. the crib v/alls are shovm in Figure
9.
The ratio between the outward and downward pressures on the
walls of the crib is the coefficient of friction. The average
results of this test give 0.62 as the value of this coefficient.
I22d buildings^
Mlia* many years the most consnon, fastening used in
farm buildings has been the nail, Hails are relatively cheap
and joints are easily fabricated with them due to the fact tliat
nails are easily placed with very little labor. This fastening
is satisfactory for many purposes and possibly will never be
completely replaced. However, where an attei-^pt is made to
design a Joint comparable lii strength to the structural member^
the nail presents its disadvantages. When a nailed joint is
placed in shear it begins to yield under a small load. Due
to the Inadequate bearing surface, a few fibers are crushed in
the adjoining surfaces and the nail bends. Even if a sufficient
-29-*
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Cribs w\+hou+ cross braces
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Figure 9 Average pressxires of ear com on <rlb walls
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nxanber of nails could be applied to the joints to get the
strength, a vlbratlr.g load -^^oiild loosen them and reduce the
strength of the joint. Changes in molsttire content of wood
also seeia to fe.ve some loosening effect on nailed joints.
New methods of storing crops have presented vxsjiy problems
in the design of Bt3ructures* toe of these problems is that of
increasing the holding poorer of nailed joints. T?ooley (15)
frrites tf^t McKeal, a graduate student at the Unlvereity of
Missouri 9 made up and tested 200 nailed Joints using different
varieties of v/ood and different sizes of coranon nails. The
results of these tests pronpted the establishment of some
rather definite rules for clinching miled Joints.
"Kails should bo bent in the direction of the force on the
piece on which they are being clinched. If a jojnt Is to be
subjected to alternate tension and compression^ the nails
should be clinched at right angles to the direction of pull,
or across the grain in stost eases* Slightly better results
were obtained when the nails were clinched asray trom the ez^ of
the stock. (15)
The Forest Products taborator:' at Madisor, Wisconsin has
xaade niany tests on the holding power of nails. These tests
have enabled them to establish some rather definite values for
the withdrawal resistance and lateral resistance of nails.
"Tests ffi. de at the Forest Products Laboratory indicate
that the load required to withdraw coiiu.on wire nails soon after
drirl^^ Into the side grain of seasoned wood Is
fi' P = 6900 G ^
in which P represents the ultimate load per lineal inch of
penetration, G, the specific gravity based on oven-dry weight
and volme when oven dry; and D, the diameter of the rmlt in
inches.
"If a factor of safety of 6 is applied to this eqisationi
the saf« load (P^) becomes
Pi » 1150 gS
"The relationships expressed In these equations are generals ^
and certain species are teovm to give soniewhat higher values
whereas others fall below the e;,uatlon values." (10)
"The Forest Protixcts Laboratory' reco mends the following
equation for expressing the safe lateral load for wire nails*
P = K D
in V/: ich P represents the lateral load in pounds per nail; K,
a constant (varying fop various groups of species); and D,
diameter of nail In inches." (10)
Bolts overcome some of the disadvantages of nails
but they necessitate bored holes, and are more expensive and in
addition reulre so much labor for installatlor that they haven't
been used extensively.
timber connectors. Modem timber connectors have
recently been ntroduced frran Europe and are finding many
applications in farm structures. Although tliis type of connection
retains the disadvantages of the bolted joint, the area of
-32-
contact In a shear Joint is materially increased, and test
information facilitates accurate joint design.
Glue. In recent years the use of tine in farm buildings
has been ixacreasing. The esrly attempts to use glue were
handicapped by the high pressures that were reqi^ired to secure
a successful Joint and by the diffic Ity with which the glue
vas mljcod and applied. However, glues are new available whr'ch
have overcome some of these handicaps*
"Casein glues are low in cost and, being mixed with cold
water, are easily applied. Some now available are self bonding
and require little pressure for a successful Joint." (3)
In the constructi^^n of laminated Gothic rafters, glue
has found extensive use and hias been proven eminently successfiil.
"If Gothic rafters are nailed also, or perhaps fastened
with a few bolts, the use of glue cannot be questioned, because
even if serious deterioration of the glue line occured, it would
be amply strong to carry the small amount of horizontal shear
placed upon it." (3)
Although the value of glue as a wood fastening has been
proven, its fossibilities have not been generally .loaown. It
seems fairly certain that we shall see a growing use of glue
as a fastening in farm buildings as its possibilities become
better known and rural carpenters learn to use it,
Isltis SJL ¥§,m
According to a preliminary news release of the sixteenth. '
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cenaus (11) > farm buildings in the IXnlted States represent
an Irnrestment of nearly 10»5 billion dollars* Xowai which
ranks first among the states in total Investment, has a
farm buildings value of slightly less than 800 million doll^irs,
and, at the annual charge of 6 per cent, an ainual outlay of
approximatoly 4-7•6 million dollars#
On a great many Iowa farms and other farms in the com
belt the grain storage building ranks next to the dv;elling and
bam in value. Although it is difficult to arrive at a single
figure for the value and annual cost of the grain storage
building, it can readily be seen that it represents enough
investment to c^nmand attention* In the past, the individual
farmer has not had the services of competent engineers and
the buildings have had to suffer.
Joint $e?^s^
Martin (7) made tests on seven different types of sill
Joints* Three of the jo'nts were the conventional toenailed
joints and the remaining four contained wedge strips# These
wedge strips were triangular in shape and were made by ripping
an S4S 2" X 2" in half on a diagonal. Glue was used in sc»Ba
of the joints and In others it was omitted* The results of
these terts justified, among others, the following statements*
"The use of a small quantity of glue increases the strength
of the joint many times.
*3^
*The Tise of triangular bearing meiaberc (kick plates)
increases the strength of the joint over that of the ordinary
method of fastening#
"Six l6d nails did not add saaterially to the streivgth
of the Joint over that provided hy four l6d nails." (7)
Rice (9) made a se ries of joint te^ts, the jnirpose of
vhieh was to determine the comparative strengths of a spliced^
gluedy xuiiled joint and a straight imspllced member of the
same size and grade. No. 2 common Douglas Fir vas tised for
the main m^bers and No* 1 conmion white pine was used for
Bpllce plates. Hlce concluded that, "The results of these
tests indicate that Joints v/lth angles fron 118® to 159®
constinicted similar to the ones tested approach tl e strength
of a straight, unspliced member of equivalent size and gr: de,"
Although these tests did not deal directly with the corn
Storage building, they may find application In Improvement iM
the utilization of lumber In gimln storage structures.
\
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IMVESIIGATIOK
Analysis of Problem
Recmlremept,^ ^ gervice.
To design any building properly, the service that Is
expected from the building and the requirements that must be
met for the building to be of this service Htust be determined.
Determination of the requirements of a building for the farm
storage of grain Involves many factors because of the wide
variety of conditions encountered. However, due to the special
functions of the com storage building, there are certain
requirements that It must meet. These reqi;ireEents may be d.^vided
into four groups, as follows:
(1) Functional soundness
(2) Structural soundness
(3) Sliipliclty
(4) Economical and aesthetical soundness^
The basic functions of a crib arei
(1) To provide protection for the com while it is in
storage*
(2) To permit coj^ltioning of the com for subsequent
storage*
In some localities and during some seasons, com cannot be
left In the field until it has dried out sufriciently for safe
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storage* To avoid spoilage the excess moisture nmst be
removed as soon as possible after the corn has been stored#
Removal of moisture depends on the air movement through the
com and therefore, it is essential to have maxlmiun ventilation
to permit drying at every opportunity when the weather is
favorable. Barre (1) states, "In colder areas of the com
belt, most of the drying takes place in the spring mcmths*
Some drying will take place in the fall if the weather is warm
and otherwise favorable. Very little drying will take place,
if ai^, during the winter months. In fact the com will take
up moisture during these months if the fall is drier than
usual."
The most Important dimension of a crib in pro?noting
ventilation is its width. Certain maximum widths for cribs are
recoiimended for different localities. To permit the passage
of air titrough the side walls of the crib, openings smst b®
provided* Ti:is is generally accomplished by spacing the siding
boards apart, leaving an open space between the boards. Light
sheds built against the side of a crib and adjacent building
Interfere with air circulation and decrease the rate of drying.
Placing the building broadside to the prevailing winds and
leaving the doors open speeds up drying.
Although it is desirable to expose the com to the prevailing
wind as much as possible, protection against the weather and
vermin must be maintained. Teiiiporary cribs such as those shown
ofl'o.ro%QTxiooCtc-io'iU3xQt
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in Figure 10 offer storage of a very initial cost but
the com is exposed to tlie weatlier and has practically no
protection agaizist rats and mice. This exposure to the
weather and rodents undoubtedly causes smch daiaage to the
stored com and a loss in sale or feeding value. This type
of structure may prove to be a very expensive investment*
To be of the most service, a permanent corn storage building
nust furnish protection against loss or daraage to its contents.
The builder of a penuanent com storage structure usually
lias a fairly definite amoimt of corii to be stored and consequent'
ly the crib shoiild have storags capacities to acco: modate his
needs* Whether the com is grown for sale or for consumr tion
on the farm has a bearing on the size« Kelley (5) states,^
**Per!aanent cribs vlth a capacity about 5 percent greater than
the average crop are usually more than euffici^t to take care
of the com#"
In some cases, the combined crib and granary has furnish^
more grain storage than necessarj^ and an Insufficient amount
of ear corn storage space* It Is common practice to provide
2.5 cubic feet of storage space for each bushel of cleanly
husked ear com and 1,25 cubic feet for each bushel of
grain or shelled com to be stored*
To be of tlm greatest service to the ovner, the grain
storage structure should be free of low and inconvenient
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structural meinl:>ers and adapted to the use of modern elevating
equ'jpmentt Braces and other stnactural members that are lew
hanging are obstaTucting to the convenient use of the space
in the crib and cause an increase in the labor used in the
y
r
loading and unloading of the building. Most cribs vrith a
capacity of 1^000 bushels or more shoiild be adapted to the
use of elevators that will handle ear or shelled com and
saiall grain* Two types of elevators are in general use* The
portable elevator fills the crib through the roof, elevating
the grain by drags or scraping bars on ar. endless chain.
Stationaiy elevators req'uire space and clearance lr.8ide the
building and my be equipped with receiving hoppers like those
used on portable elevators or may have a pit and a dump log.
The tj'pe of elevs^ting machinery to be installed should be
selected before the crib is built and space should be provided
according to manufacturer's specifications*
Structural soundness. Structural sotindness is possibly
the most important factor to be ccmsidered in the design of
a com storage building that will give satisfactory' service
for a period of years. The con: crib is subjected to many
complex loadings resulting ir. some very complex stresses.
Due to the necessarj^ complex arrrngement of the structural
members, li becomes difficult to design for these loads and
pressures. Field observations and experience have shown
that unless cribs are designed to withstand these rather
large loads and pressures with a reasonable degree of safety.
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failures are sure to occur, witii the result thnt the life of
the building as we Jl as the period of usefuln: ss is considerably
impaired. To obtain structural souj-idness the various members
of the structure naist have strength to resist the loads that
a3?e placed on them# These Keiabers mast then be effectively
Join^ together* Ho mtter how large and strong the structural
Bieinbers may be, the joints| in a good many cases^ determine
the effectiveness of the member. Although wind pressures
are secondary to the pressures and loads exerted on the crib
by the cribbed com, thev should be considered and rigidity
enough to resist average winds shoiild be provided in the
structure. When the cribs and grain bins are loaded, the
unyielding laass of com offers sufficient resistance to wlad
pressures# Also In the interest of long time s ervice, the
building should be built of a durable material*
Simplicity> Ko matter how well a crib meets its structural
requir^entS} if It Is not simple enough to be within the
laiowledge and experience of the prospective builder, the design
is of very little value to him and consequently will not be
of service. First, the design must be of slnrle unit
construction, T}iis not only helps the prospective builder
by contributing to easier construction but nakes repairs and
replacements easier to loake andposslbly less expensive than
In the more coL;pX^ building* Many of the lumber manufacturers
are now cutting lumber to exact lengths. The ends of this
lumher are squared so that full bearing may be secured and
no further cutting is neces£ary» Lumber is inanufactiired in
many different sizes but not alvvays can all these sizes be
found in the local lumber yard. However, there are certain
sizes of liimber that are found in mo£t all lumber yards, and
these sizes are usually priced lower than sizes that are not
carried in stock and would have to be secured on special order#
By designing the building so that these sizes and
lengths of lumber may be used, a contribution is made to the
genera l siniplicity and to the simplicity of construction of
the structure. Reduced labor costs and reduced waste luanber
are also benefits realized from this practice.
Another requirement for simplicity is that the design
makes use of connections that are easily made and do not require
the use of special tools. Ordinarily the rural builder doe«
not have access to the special tools that are required to make
some joints. This causes him to resort to make-shift means
of fabricating the joint and the result is a weak joint.
However, there are certain t; pes of Joints th-.t do not require
special tools and are simple and easy to make. The challenge
Is to make use of this type Joint In design.
For a well designed building to be of value to the
prospective builder, it muet be presented in simple, complete,
easy to read plans that are easily understood so that erection
will be carried out as It was intended by the designer. Ko
—matter how well the "building may be designed, if It is not
properly presented, the purpoee of the design may be lott in
the confused plans* Too many times the structure is only
presented in a general way leaving the details for the
builder to work out for himself* In soxae buildings where
only sstall loads are encountered, this practice works all
right, but not so in the com storage building, To keep
within the limits of economical design the members of the
com storage building nrust be loaded more t3"^n in most build-
ings» Ti:l£ necessitates very close design and if the builder,
who possibly does not realize the magnitude of the loads on
the building, is left too much on his own for the erection his
economical mind will cause him to put less lumber in than
is necessary* But isrith a properly designed building, presented
so that erection can be done <mly one way, there Is little
chance for the incorporation of different ideas than those
In the mind of the desigr^r*
Eeonomlcal and aesthetlcal soundness* Harmonious appearance
of the grain storage building and the lowest possible lifetime
cost consistent T/ith the attainment of the requirements already
stated should be embodied in the design of tie building# The
progressive farmer is interested in the upbuilding of the looks
of his farmstead and to do this he most secure a harmonious
appeaupanee of the buildings which make up the farmstead, 5o
meet this requ irement the com storage building must blend
pleasingly with the appearance of the buildings which are around
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It.
For eccnaoray tha building must have a low initial cost
and mlnlgnan maintenance cost. ^There Is, however^ a certain
limit below which the initial coet no longer contributes to
econ<»^ bat Increases the malnterance cost so that the llfetisw
cost of the building is increased. In attaining lov^cost
construction, it becomes necessary to stress the mterials used
in construction closer to their ultliaate strength than is
the practice in building or bridge construction. The workii^g
stresses that are generally used are for long continued load
and are considered safe under circumstances such that failure
would c: use personal injur>' or large property damage. 1?hen
these values are used, no failure would be expected froan loads
50 per cmt in excess of those computed and decrease In the
Strength of the timber to two-thirds its original valtie. Due
to the type of construction and the manner of loading the grain
storage building, it seems entirely Justifiable to stress the
lumber nerrer to its ultimate strength.
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Types ££ storage buildings>
Single crib. Early cor. cribs were of the single crib
type with a shed roof. The height of these cribs was limited
to the height to w5 ich com could be lifted with a scoop. Large
capacity was obtained by building long cribs or a number of short
ones* This type crib l8 still used in places but due to its
extremely narrow width it Is hard to erect so that It will resist
the Y^lnd pressures#
Double crib. Later in the development of storage structures
two shed roofed cribs were joined together, separated by a drive
way through txie center of the suructure. T is dxivev/ay furnished
shelter for the loading and unload Jjng of the crib and coiad be
used for the storage of light machinery'* and vehicles.
Cocttaercial buildings* Several all-steel prefabricated
cribs for the storage of ear com are now on the market* Just
how practicable these cribs are for the long time storage of
com is not definitely known. Several of these cribs are now
under observation at the Agrlciatural Engineering research farm.
Temporary storage. The deinand for increased storage space
by the "Ever-Korrnal Granary" prograra has caused corn to be stored
in many differt.nt types of temporary stnictures. Temporary
structures built from snow fence and from slats are quite often
seen. On an insx>ectlon trip north of Nevada, lowai several
builfllngSj prefabricated forother purposes were found filled with
shelled com. Araong these buildings being u^ed for the storage
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of shelled com were small brooder houses, hog houses, and one
building that had been biillt for a small ca tie barn.
Combined crib and granary. Introduction of the farm
elevator led to the developaaent of high cribs with the storage
of small gri in over the driveway. The combined crib and grr^nary
with storage space for grain over the driveway is a typical
com belt structure and it offers several advantages irtilch
make It attractive to the farm operator. Besides retaining
the sheltering feature of the double crib, spouts from the
overhead bins facilitate the removal of the major i^ortion of
the grain by gravity. Com can be shelled and elevated directly
into the bins or the grain may be aerated by moving It from
one bin to another. However, as this type of stmcture has
been b lit, a number of problems have been overlooked and
not adequately solved*
QSiM £asi storage only ^ com. The Increased
demand for ear com storage space has caused farm operators
to store com In the drlvcs?ay of the combined crib and granary.
This practice causes inadequate ventilation for the com in
the side cribs as well as that in the driveway. Some farm
operators h ve very little need for sniall grair: or shelled com
storage sp«'ice In the same build^jig with ear corn storage*
situ^'tion has been coped with in several different ways*
In some instances two cribs have been built under the same roof
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sejparated or.ly be a ventilating space# Other buildings for
this sane purpoce have been wide cribs v/lth a triangular
shaped ventilator through the lower portion of the crib#
In a building of the same general shape and size of the combined
crib granary^ three crib sections^ side by side, with
ventilating spaces between can be used Instead of the driveway
and overhead bins*
^7-
Method of Procedure
Fpcwn the foregoing discussion, it is evident tlmt the
com storage problem may be attacked from one of msjiy sides.
It is ver>' definitely a structural problem and the principal
part of this work is devoted to that, not losing sight of the
other factors that nrust be ccmsldered* In attempting to find
a solution to the problem, there appear to be two rather
general altesmatlves , namelyi
To improve the present design,
To study other designs.
For the combined crib and granary the flrit of these
alternatives was followed. The general method and order of
procedure was as followsi
1. Studying of com crib pl6ins that are now presented
to the builder.
2. Inspecting cribs erected according to these plana*
3* Working details out for improved design.
4» Drawing plans.
The first step, the study of plans, was to determine
in TThat ways and for wliat reasons some of these plans had not
proven entirely satisfactory. Such plans as Mid-West plan
No. 73221 and 73222 were studied and discussed and found to
be lacking in several respects. All too often the details of
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construction are left entirely to the builder#
Secondly, the crih inspection was for the observation
of failtires end tmsatisfactory service that bxiildings erected
according to these plans had been giving. Unsatisfactory
service was observed in inany eases and in some cases failures
had occurred*
The next step, then, was to work out the details of an
Improved design. The scale model was foosnd to be very useful
in this i>art of the study. By the use of ti is isethod the
arraiigement of materials and the joints of the structure were
worked out, maiiitaining as much as porsible of the desirable
features of the plans now in use.
In drawing the plans of the building, an attempt was
loade to sliow as much in as simple a way as possible* The isosietric
and oblique drawings were found very useful in showing the
details of construction.
Results
crib ^ Kramrv.
OeneraJr design. From the foregoing discussion of the
combined crib and granry, it can be seen that it is a building
of great importance to the nid-westem farmer# Although this
type of building has in scane cases given unsatisfactory 8e3?vlce,
this has not been due to the type of building but rather to
poor engineering practices. In this study the building has been
brolc^ down into Its integral parts and studied, then reassembled
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to Rake the "best use of the properties of wood. In studying
the var5o\is available plans and observing erected structures ^
there was a noticeable varii-tio ir- roof t pes used^ Two
principal factors govern the type 6f roof that sho Id be used*
Jhey are, (1) the type of roof used on surrounding buildings,
and (2) the volume required for a given floor area*
The so-called Gothic type roof has become increasingly
popular in arecent years^ Many new bams have been erected using
the bent laminated rafter# Also in smaller farm buildings, this
type roof has been used. On Karch 1, 1941, observations were
made on several cribs that had been built by the same
contractor# The Gothic type roof was used on prs.c ically all
these building and the builder stated that he had very little
call for any other type roof on corn storage buildings as well
as on bams and the smaller farm buildings such as hog houses,
brooder houses, etc» This type roof lends itself very detirebly
to the tise of standard sixes and lengths of lumber# By using
the Gothic type roof in the corn storage building, the outside
walls nay be reduced to a Kinlmtm height# Since the studs
in the side walls of the crib act much as a beam, it becomes
desirable to reduce this span as much as possible. A
pleasing unit construction and a pleasing appearance Is
presr nted by this roof type# The final selection of roof type
has been left to the prospective builder, but due to its many
advantages, the Gothic type roof has been used in this sbudy#
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In the past the gable type roof has been the most
popular in farm huildixigs* Its popularitj^ can be explaiiiod
by Its simple design and the case with which It can be erected*
Although It is sliaple and the method of its construction is
widely Isn&srif it possesses some definite disadvantages* The
most outstanding Is ihe required purlin supports. These
supports cause the storage space not to be clear and corisequent-
ly the most efficient tise of space is not realized# Crawford
(3) sho\7ed that the largest reactions Ir] the gabled sections
fall on the sill joint of the studdi:.6« This: Joint, when
at its best, Is a verj' difficult Joint to inake hold and the
use of the gabled roof does not reduce the load on this joint.
A large part of the load on the roof tends to thruet outward
at the plate and ties are ncesssry to prevent sagging or
bulging* In a number of cases, the rafters sre excessive
in length and do not lend themselves Trell to the use of
standard lengths of lumber. Due to the extra length, the
price of this lumber is higher and the Jxitlal cost of the
building is increased.
Tlie gambrel roof is a very populr-r type and Is practical
for all average conditions. In comporl^on with the gable roofj
the ganbrel shows a greater storage capacity. Ko internal
supi:>orts are required but the rafter mst be braced# This
gives a space th^it is socunarhat more clear but still has some
obstructlona# This type roof offers considerr.ble reslsti:.r:ce
to wlrd, dead and 3J,ve loads, and when properly constructed,
has no tendenc;/ to sag.
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The shed type roof has found inany uses on smaller com
crlhs; for the larger combined crib and granary It Is con
sidered unsi tisfactory.
^igure 11 sho«7S hov the proposed design may be adopted
to any one of the three major roof types th t are In uso»
tbB same general arrangement of the building that has
boen used in the past lias been malnt- ined# This arrangement
of two cribs on either side of a central driveway, with "bins
for the storage of small grern or El.elled corn over the d*ive-
^y has several, advantages. One particular feature is the
covered driveway \7ith inside elevator sheltering both the
operator and the crop while unloading. Spouts from the over
head bins make possible the removal of most of the grain withont
hand shoveling* Com can be shelled and elevated directly into
the bins or grain moved from one bin to another to aearate and
cool lt« Although it is not recommended that the drivev/ay be
used for a machinery shed, it does offer temporary storage
space when not in use#
From the study of crib plans and observation of fflVs
in use, it was foimd that a great number of the buildings had
more small grain storage than was needed and an insufficient
amount of ear corn storage# In other words, the rat^o of
small grain to ear com storage space did ot suit the ratios
of small grain and ear com to be stored. To get a ratio of
storage areas that would more nearly suit the amounts and ratios
of grain to be stored, the side walls of the grain bins were
1
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pulled in at the top to a width of 24 inches. The proposed
design has storsige capacities as followss 59,0 bushels of
small grain or shelled com per foot length of crib and
146.5 bushels of ear com per foot length of crib. Acccrdlng
to these flgijres, the approxlinate capacity of a 32 foot crib
erected according to this design would be 1900 bucliels of small
grain and 4700 bushels of e r corn or a ratio of about 1 to
2.5« It is believed tlmt this ratio more nearly s" its the
ratios of small grains and ear com that ar to be stored.
Certain recomrnendat :ons have been made for crib vidUic
for different sections of the corn belt. Sight feet has been
recocanended for the central corn belt and it has besn used
quite extensively. Due to the fact that this width has been
used and found satisfactory, it has been aair.tained in the
proposed design.
Several cribs observed showed sagging of the grain bin
floors. The cribs oi w} ich this had occurred generally had a
^^ivewaj width of 13 feet or more and the Joists were not
strong enough to carry the load on that long span. The pro-
posed design makes use of an eleven foot driveway. This
width gives sufficient clearance for iznpl^ents and vehicles
that mist lass through the driveway and also permits the
use of 12 foot grain bin floor joists to span the driveway.
A clearance of approximately 12 feet vertical is required
in tl» driveway to facilitate duraping. This has been secured
by Baking the foundatior wall extend 18 inches above the ground
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and using studding 10 feet long# Added to this height is the
t]:;ickness of four^ two Inch pieces of Ituaber which make up
the sill fltnd plate* This gives a clearance of 12 feet and 1/2
inch betwe^. the driveway floor and the lower side of the grain
)>ln floor joists*
The ridge height of the building is liiriited to approximate-
ly 30 feet» Heights that exceed this usually cause excessive
loss of com ffom shattering T7hen the crib is filled. Also the
angle at which an outside elevator will operate is limited and
the corn will roll back do^ if this angle is too great. For
•various reasons the inside elevator jnay not be provided at the
time of construction and In some eases not at all, thus maiclng
it necesscry to consider this limiting factor of design* In
the proposed design the ridge height has been United to a few
Inches less than 30 feet.
In some of the cribs observed, the :>utside walls had
been made two feet higher than tlie walls of the driveway and
difficulty was encountered in tying and bracing* Also when
this is done and the Gothic type roof used, it becc^s difficult
to maintain the ridge height below its maxlmma and still aiain-
tain the desirable strength features of this roof. Consequent
ly, 10 foot studding has been used in the outside walls, the
same as Is used in the driveway walls.
As previously mentioned, the side walls of the grain
bin have been pulled in at the top to a width of 24 inches.
with a 12 foot depth of bin and a 13 to 4 1/2 slope on the side
walls of the bin, the studding can be cut fro:: lumber 14 feet
long with very little waste. E:is arrangement not only con
tributes to a more desirable r.tlo of stored grains as has been
eacplalned but also has its structural advantages and facilitates
a more complete use of the space within the building. The wall,
Which slopes at approxinately 20«» with the vertical, approaches
the angle of repose of the grain and the pressure perpendicular
to the wall studding is reduced. Width at the top of the bin
proves sufficient to serve as a cat-walk and there is just
enough clearance above the bins for an average man to walk.
It is almost impossible to do away with waste space completely
in ths building, but In this case it has been reduced to a
minlsmm*-
g-tyuffturaj. {pppb^yp^ To arrive at a final design of the
building, it became necessary to analyze several aranbers of the
building. First, the loads to be placed on the manbers must
be foimd and the members then designed to carry the load.
In Janssen's (6) solution of grain pressures, the side walls
of grain bins are allowed to carry part of the vertical load
by frictlOTi* Itowever, in the calculatioii of the load on the
floor joists of the grain bin, the side walls were assumed
to carry no vertical load due to their slope. The entire weight
of the grain in the bin was considered as an evenly distributed
load over an eleven foot span. Figure 12 shows the loading
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shear and moment diagrams for the grain bin floor joists* To
carry this load, 2" x 12", S4S members, 12 feet long placed 12
inches on center were selected.
The horizontal loads on, the v;alls of the grain bin were
calculated directly according to Janssen's solution, using wheat
at 50 povaodB per cubic foot. Due to the arrangement of the side
wall of the grain bin and the function as a ventilator that is
to be expected of it, a 2" x 6" was insufficient to carry the
load on the total span, A fiber stress of 3870 lbs. per square
inch was produced#
Figure 13 shows the horizontal loads exerted on the side
walls of the grain bin and the resulting shear and moment values.
The total span was fixed by the dimensions of the bin so there
remaiiied two alternatives for the soli'tion. The size of the stud
could be increased or the span could be broken and a restraining
member placed at an effective point between the extr^nities
of the stud. It was riot desirable to increase the size of the
member since that would cause more waste space in the building,
so the second alternative was resorted to. A 2" x 8** cross tie
was placed across the bin between each pair of studs, at the
point of maximum moment caused by the load. This tie was
extended over to and Joined to the rafter to give ircreased
unity to the building. This arrangement of mfflnbers was placed
on two-foot centers thus joining to alternate floor joists#
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The pressiires on the side walls of the crib were calculated
from the results of the \Tork of McCalmont and Ashby (8)» The
crib was considered filled with ear com to a depth of 24 feet
and the outward pressiires resiilting were taken from the resi^lts
of experiments run on an 8 foot crib* These experiments are
discussed previously in this thesis and space will not be taken
here to repeat this# Figure 14 shows the outward pressures
produced by the ear corn and Figures 15 and 16 show the resiilt-
ing shear values and bending moment values produced on the side
walls of the crib. For the studding in the outside walls and
end walls 2" x 6" studding 10 feet long were placed 2 feet on
center. The spacing of studding in the driveway walls was
reduced to 12 Inches so that each grain bin floor joist could
rest directly over a stud. At all comers and partitions,
double studding was u^ed.
The Gothic arch type roof was used in this study making
use of a constant depth bent lamir^ated rafter, A radius of
curvature of 24 feet with the center taken 2 feet 6 inches
belo\y the plate line was used. This rirrongement gives a very
pleasing appearance and when used with a 10 foot height of
studding stays within the 30 foot Irimit for ridge hei^:ht«
Five X 2 5/8** laminae bent to the proper curvature and
32
glued with casein glue make up the rafters. On several of the
cribs that were observed during this studj'^, tils size rafters
had been used and were giving satisfactory service. Tlie
rafters are joined at the ridge ivith a 2" x 6" ridge board and
Ear Corn Pressures Exerted
on Side of Crib
Hinged
Space Diagram
Hinged
Hinged
Note: Loods ore given
in pounds per
lineal foot.
Ear Corn Pressures on
Inside of One Crib
Plgiire 14 Outv«apd prossiore exerted fcy ear com
•^61
Shear Diagram for Crib Sidewall
Note: Shear values are
given in pounds.
Tlcaro 15 Shecir produced by outercl ©;,
Hinge ^
!S3 ^
r com pressures
Moment Diagram for Crib Sidewal
Mmax.'1370
Note: Moment values ore
given in foot pounds.
3-1 uro 16 Bdnftaiig nomit cauMd Ly uutwara ca- err;
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cross^ti^ with a collar beam of a 1" x 6" board nailed to
each side of the rafter. These rafters are placed on 2 foot
centers thus matcliing each pair of studs in the outside crib
walls•
P9tai;i,p construction. To v^ork out the details of con-
structior.j It v/as decided to bu:lld a model of the proposed
structxire. A scale of 1 1/2 Inchses eqiaal to 1 foot was selected*
Built to this scale, the building is small enough and light
enough that It can be easily moved and due to its light wight,
the model will be less lUcely to tear apart than one built to
a larger scale* Although the primary purpose of this model
was to work out construction details, it my later be used for
exhibition purposes or as an aid in instruction. Limber of
American Standard S4S sizes was cut to scale from white pine#
White pine was selected because of its light weight and the
ease v/lth which it can be v/orlced* Cold water casein glue was
used as the fastening where possible* Except for putting on
the siding and sheathing, nails were only used to hold the
joints until the glue lad time to set* The completed model,
shown in Figure 17, was found very useful in worldng out the
construction details*
Most of the cribs observed and the plans studied lacked
strength in the end of the grain bin to resist the outward
pressure of the grain. To overcome this weakness, a plate was
placed across the driveway so that It would act as a beam
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resisting the outward presj?ures. To assist this beam, a 2" x 12«
meKber vras let into the face of the end studding so that the
flooring of the grain bin could be brought out and nailed to
it, thus helping the plate to resist the loads• Figm'e 18 shows
the loads transmitted to the lower edge of the grain bin by the
end studding and the shear and moment values caused by these
loads# To further strengthen this end construction, a 2" x 6"
member vas let Into the face of the studs on either side of the
ga^ain bin In the same plane as the grai.' bin side wall studdixig.
The siding of the grain bin was then extended out and nailed
to these members, which also act as a brace for the end of the
crib. Since the 2" x 6" members that were being used In the
end of the grain bin were not of sufficient strength to cany
the total load on the end of the bin, it became necessary to
break the span of these members Into two shorter spans, A
double plate vras placed six feet above the driveway, appoximately
at the point where the maximum bending moment produced by the
loads occurred. Although the plate was not placed at the exact
point of maximum bending moment, it was verj^ near and this
placing facilitated the use of standard length Itimber. Figure
19 shows the loads transBiitted to this place by the studding
in the end of the grain bin and the shear and bending moment
produced by these loads. This pOate arrangement was used
in the grain bin partition wall«« By joining this plate and
the partition wall studding to the side wall stiidding and floor
joist of the grain bin, the partition wall was tied in very
effectively to the side walls of the bin.
FIloito IV Front en;! side vIgu's of lalnorator-.
:. roclel
+1753
3214
Plate Over Doorway
Space Diagram
*584
Nole: Loads are given in
pounds
Shear volues ore
given In pounds.
Moment values are
given in foot pounds.
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Shear Diagram
Moment Diagram
• r, / iivi-cnt vuiiicc Tor pXcito at lower
c^e o^' hiix end v.cOJ.
T3
V
9
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To secure additional bracing and continuity across the
center of the bulldijag, a center partition wall has been provided.
The farming of this wall is essentially the same as that used
on the end walls. The wall extends the entire height of the crib
and consists of 1" x 6" siding laid diagonally or, 2" x 6" studding
placed 2 feet on centers. Hot oi ly does this wall serve as a
very effective brace and tie fro-: the top to the bottom of the
crib, but also offers possibilities for the division of the stored
com between the landlord and tenant. Although the exact bracing
value of the partition was not deternili.ed, It is hardly question
able that It makes a definite contributlcm to lateral stability
and It is believed that a more than usually substantial cross
brace placed cm 8 foot centers will furnish adequate lateral
stability in the building. However, due to the lack of test
InforiDatlon on this arrangement, the conventional cross brace
and tie made up of three 1" x 12" members has been maintained.
The sill joint of the crib wall studding is knoroi to be
a very critical joint and in many cases, failure has occurred
at this joint. To increase the strength of this joint by provid
ing more bearing surface for the stud, a 2" x 2" kick plate
has been glued and nailed to the outer edge of the top side of
the sill and the studding knotched out to fit over this. A
similar arrangement has been used at the rr.fter to plate joint*
The 2** X2" kick plato is glued and nailed to the outer edge of
the wall plate and the r fters are set behind it. Bj- nailing
through the kick plate into the rafter and also toe-nailing the
Hinged-*^
+ 1447
Partition Wall Plate
Space Diagram
+ 968
lear Diagram
•968
Moment Diogrom
Note: Loads ore given
in pounds.
Shear values ore
given in pounds.
Moment values ore
given in foot pounds.
-•-Hinged
Flij'ure 19 hoeAf as:A Bcoexit vt.lxia^j Tor p rtltloii wall plate
paftep to the plate^ the angle Iron connectio:: that has "bemi
previously used Is eliminated.
Beveled crib siding has been laid horizontally on the out
side walls of the crib# These 6" siding boards have bee*! placed
7" on centers to allof?/ for the movement of air through the
walls • 1" X 6" siding placed 7** on centers has been laid diagonally
on the inside walls of the crib. 3!his diagonal plaoroient of the
siding gives considerable bracing to the crib and the disadvantage
of replacing decayed ends of the siding is not encountered here
since It is protected from the weather. The inside v?alls of the
grain bin are of tongue and groove material laid horizontally,
and on the outside of the studding is laid diagonally 1" x
siding 7" on centers. Also on the Inside of the rafters 1" x 6"
siding is laid horizontally and 7" on centers. This arr^mrat
provides a ventilation space on either side of the com firom
the plate line to the top of the com column* The dls^gonal
siding on the grain bin also provides additional bracing.
Xhe laboratory model iras found to be very helpful
in drawing up the final set of plans for the proposed structure.
Figures 20j 21, 22, and 23 show the completed plans as they are
to be presented to the prospective builder. An atter.pt has been
Bade to keep these plans as simple and as easily interpreted as
possible and yet present the bulldl: g in a clear and concise
manner.
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Fop one reason or another, a fann operator may have need
for a building for the storage of only ear corn* Some time apfa
study have been devoted to the development of a building to
serve this purpose. Figure 24 shows a cross section vieis of
the building and It is readily seen from this that It Is
merely a modification of the combined crib and granary# Ih®
principal changes are*
(1) ^e grain bins have been removed
(2) A third crib installed in the place formerly occupied
by the grain bins and driveway#
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Ventllation spaces 2 feet wide are provided on either side
of the center 7-foot crib and the lower portion of these
ventilation spaces are made to serve as shelling trenches.
The building will aecessariiy have to be filled with an outside
elevator and the com removed through doors in the side of
the cribs aia the shelling trenches.
-77-
srjmkm
At the beginning of this study the objective set forth
\ms to increase the serviceability of grain storage buildings^
through the proper utilization of the properties of wood byt
(1) Combining and correlating the work of previous
inves t igators |
(2) Correcting the weaknesses of the conventional designs
now in use,
(3) Developing a set of plans timt are of value to the
rtiral builder•
After a study of the work of previous Investigators on
this project and the work of several other investigators, a
study was made of the building plans for corn storage structures
that are now presented to the prospective builder. These plans
were found deficient In several respects.
Inspection trips for the observation of corn storage structures
that had been erected according to the available plans were rnade.
Buildings of several different types were found being used for
the storage of com. V/eaknesses were observed in many of the
combined crib and granary buildings and in some eases, failures
had occiirred.
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The service that Is to be expected from a building and the
requirements necessary to realize this service must be determined
before the building can be properly designed# These requirements
were determined for the ci'aiii storage building and divided into
four gro-aps, as follows:
(1) Functional soundness
(2) Structural soimdness
(3) Slripliclty
(4) Bconomical and aesthetlcal soundness
Janssen's solution of grain pressures was used In the calcu
lation of the pressures exerted on the side walls of the grain bin.
The total weight of the grain to be stored in the grain bin
was considered as a uniformly distributed load on the floor Joists
and the floor designed on this "basis#
The results of an experiment run by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture were used for the calci lation of the ear com
pressures exerted on the side walls of the crib*
All calculated forces, loads, and the shears and bending
mcnnents produced were shoim In diagrams*
The results of the investigation were Incorporated Into a
crib design*
The Gothic type roof with the bent, ttlued, lamimted rafter
was used in tj.is study#
A laboratory model of the proposed design was built and
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fmmd very useful In working out the details of construction.
Simple I easy to read plans of the proposed design were
prepared making use of isOTietric and oblique drawings for slioirlng
the constMction details.
The contact with the problem and with the builders aiid
users of com storage structures has enabled the writc^r to realize
and appreciate some of the problems confronting the mid-westem
com grower, ^
Unfortunately the experimental work that was originally
planned had to be given up» The writer feels that tests should
Iw run on scale model sections of the combined crib granary
to determine the exact bracing effect of the center part 'tion
wall that has been added and the amount of the conventional
cross-bracing and tieing that can be replaced by this wall. Also
the possibility of uslnj^ fixed joints and rigid frame construction
should be investigated.
The further development of a triple crib seems to offer
an excellent opportunity for future study. This particular
type structure was not given enough study to make any detailed
recommendations for Its construct:!on, but It Is believed that
It will find a definite place In the storage of com.
•80-
comujsions
1» In general, the combined crib and granarj^ building plans
that have previously been available to the progpective builder have
not shown the details of construction sufficiently,
2» The end walls of the grain bin in a combined crib and
granary have in the past been points of weakness and the resistance
they offer to the outward pressure of the grain Bay be increased
by properly tielng the siding of the rrain bin side-walls and
the grain bin flooring to the end walls.
a* The sloping side-wall arrangement of grain bins may be
used in a combined crib and granary with either the gable, gambrel
or Gothic roof type#
4» Agrain bin 12 feet deep having side v/alls with a slope
of 13 to 4 1/2 is desirable for use in a combined crib and g^imary
having an eleven foot driveway.
A double plate placed In the end and partition walls of
the grain bin, at or near the point of maximum moment caused by
the loads. Increases their strength to resist the lateral grain
loads.
6. When the Qothlc type roof Is used on the combined crib
and granary, a 2" x 2" kick plate glued and nailed to the outer
edge of the top outside wall plate will furnish horizontal support.
to the lower end of rafters against the outisard pressure of the
ear com.
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7« A 2" X 2** Icick plate glued and nailed to the outer edge
of the wall sill will fumlsh horizontal support to the lower
end of the wall studding against the outward pressure of the ear
com*
8» A partition wall of 1" x 6" siding laid diagonally on
2" X 6" studding through the center of the coc^blned crib and
granary provides lateral bracing to the center of the structure
an an effective means for the division of the contents of the
building*
9. By properly arranging the siding of the grain bin, the
grain bin v/alls may be isade to serve as ventilators from the
top of the driveway to the top of the stored com#
10« A triple crib, for the storage of only ear com, can be
designed so that It will inake use of the same arrangement of most
of the main members that has been used in the proposed crib
and granary design*
-82-
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APPENDIX I
The Triple Corn Crib
Observations made during the study of the combined-
crib and granary shov/ that there is a definite need for a
building for the storage of ear com oixly and for one that
would more completely utilize the space in the building. On
several occasions ear com was seen stored in the driveway
of the combined crib and granary and shelled com was found
stored in other buildings# Some of thlsj of course^ was only
a temporarj'^ measure, but it did indicate that there was a
need for sore ear corn storage and that the shelled com and
small grain storage could be taken care of in building
separate from the corn crib#
A triple-com crib, which is essentially an adaptation
of the proposed crib and granary design, has been designed.
Its purpose is to furnish ear com storage to the farm operator
who, for one reason or another, does not desire to store
shelled com or small grain in the same building with the ear
com and yet desired to get a maximum utilization of the space
in the crib. Most of the main structural members are arranged
as they are in the proposed corn crib and granary design*
•86.
The requirements of a building of t> Is kind may be
reviewed briefly here. They are divided Into groups as
followsi (1) SlEpllcit: , (2) Functional Coundnese, (3)
Structural soundness, (4) Econoialcal and Aesthetleal
soundness# The building must be within the range of the
bulld»8 knowledge and experience* It must be capxble of
doing the Job that Is expected of It. Strength to resist
the loads placed on the structure Is reqr.ired and tl:e building
present a hamionlous appearaxice. These requirements are
covered ratl^er fully i^ the min body of the thesis.
The triple crib is isade up of tv;o eight-foot cribs,
placed as they were in the combined crib and granar:-, and
a seven-foot crib separated by a two-foot ventilation space
and alley way on either side of the center crib. The center
seven-foot crib and the 2 tiro*foot alley ways occu]^ the space
that Is used In the eleven foot driveway and the grain bins
of the combined crib and granary. Since there is no drive
way provided In the huildij^.g it becoTies necessary to fill the
crib through the top with an outside elevr tor# By using 10
foot studding in the outside walls and a rafter with a radius
of curvature qf 24 feet with the center of curvatiire 2
feet 6 inches belor/ the plate line the ridge height of the
building has been mtntained at about 30 feet* If this
height is exceeded very much the outside elevator cannot be
•87-
used satisfactorily*
In accordance with the recommended crib widths for
Iowa the outside cribs have been made 8 feet wide# However|
since the center crib is somewhat protected it has been made
only 7 feet wide# The floor of the opening on either side
of the center crib has bejen set at the ground line and the
crib floors raised 16" above the grotind line thus forming
two shelling trenches at the third points of the width of
the crib* The three cribs may be emptied through these two
shelling trenches thus making it unnecessary to provide a
shelling trench in the center of each crib. Above the plate
line the inside walls of the outer cribs are tilted toward
the center at a slope of 13 to 4 1/2. The side walls of the
center crib join these walls approximately 18 feet above
the floor line. Above this point siding is placed on either
side of the studding thus leaving a space for the passage
of air through the building. 1" x 6" siding is placed 7"
O.C, and diagonally on these sloping walls. The inside
walls of the outer cribs, below the plate line, are also
sided with diagonal siding laid 7" on centers. 1" x 6"
siding placed 7" on centers is laid horizontally on the walls
of the center crib and the inside of the rafters. The otside
walls are of 1" x 6** horizontal crib siding laid 7" on centers.
For wind bracing in the outer walls 1" x 6" boards are let
into the face of the studs.
A center partition wall mde up of 1" x 6" ei<3ing
laid diagonally on 2" x 6" studding 1ms been placed ir the
center of each crib# thts w&ll fumlshss at^dltlo? al
lateral bracing and tieing» and a divisicHi line Uirowgh the
center of the crib. The featxires of this wall are covered
in the sain body of the thesis and will not be repeated here«
1** z 12" X - bi^cea with center ties are placed 4» on centers
in all the cribs. To Increase the resistance to the out
ward pressure of the com 2" x 2" kick plates are placed
at the lower end of the studding of tlie side walls and at
the lower end of th^ rafters.
To study the construction of this building| a model to
the scale of 1 1/2 inches equal 1 foot was built. Among other
things this laodel provided & means for working ofut the con
struction details and gave sooe idea of hov the building will
look in actual size. Figure 25 shows an end and a side view
of the completed nodel*
The total capacity of the triple com crib is approximBtely
6050 bushels of ear com iiiskine use of 76^ of tl^.e space in
the biilldir.g. The center crib holds approximately I874 bushels
and each of the outer cribs 2088 bushels. Sijice in the proposed
crib and granary design only 66^ of the space in the building
was available for tli« storage of grain a co; trihution has been
made to better utilizaition of the space in the buildirg* The
drivemy along occupies about I8^ of tl:^ space in the orib axid
gjranary.
—89'*
Figures 26I 27I and 28 show the elevations> cross-
sections, floor plan and details of construction for the
proposed triple com crib.
f/J> > ^.Ul.
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Plgure 24 - Scale nodel of Triple Corn Crib
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